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Recently a number of improvements were made to the SFXC software correlator developed within
the EXPReS FABRIC research activity and the SCARIe project. It has been tested by processing
data from an actual VLBI experiment. We are presenting a comparison of accuracy with the EVN
MkIV hardware correlator and the DiFX software correlator, which proves to be an excellent
match.
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The SFXC software correlator has been developed at JIVE as a part of the FABRIC (Future Arrays of Broadband Radio-telescopes on Internet Computing) research activity of EXPReS (Express
Production Real-time e-VLBI Service) project and the SCARIe (Software Correlator Architecture
Research and Implementation for e-VLBI) project [1]. Recently we have used ≈ 2 hrs of data from
a C-band EVN network monitoring experiment (N08C1) for an extensive test of the correlator. In
this segment of the experiment two sources, 4C39.25 and J0916+38, both standard VLBI calibrators [2, 3] were observed in four 8 MHz-wide subbands in both RCP and LCP. The resulting images
are shown in Figure 1. The correlation was performed using 32 frequency points and a 2 s integration interval. The same data were correlated with the EVN MkIV hardware correlator [4] using the
same correlation parameters. Also some few-minute-long portions of the data were correlated with
the DiFX software correlator [5]. The raw correlation output of all the three correlators was then
compared against each other. In particular, fringe amplitudes and phases were compared and their
noise levels were analyzed.
Figure 2 shows a typical example of phase comparison between the SFXC and EVN MkIV
correlators for the whole data sample. Data corresponding to different sources are plotted separately
since, at this frequency, 4C39.25 is about 20 times brighter than J0916+38 and thus the noise levels
are significantly different. An example of comparison of all three correlators over a 3-minute
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Figure 1: The images of two VLBI calibrator sources, 4C39.25 (left) and J0916+38 (right) produced with
the data correlated with the SFXC software correlator during this testing run (all frequency subbands and
polarizations averaged).
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interval is shown in Figure 3. The right panel of that figure shows the corresponding noise analysis
graph. For this purpose we have employed the Allan standard deviation σ , a function of time
interval τ, which is calculated as [6]:
σ 2 (τ) =

h[ϕ(t + 2τ) − 2ϕ(t + τ) + ϕ(t)]2 i
,
8π 2 ν 2 τ 2

(1)

where ϕ is the fringe phase, ν is the observing frequency and angular brackets denote sample
averaging over all t.
In the course of this testing hundreds of samples for different baselines, frequency bands and
polarizations processed with SFXC and the two other correlators were compared and all of them
match well. Noise levels of particular samples show slight differences, but overall S/N ratio of
all the three correlators is the same. Thus we can conclude that the SFXC correlator checks well
3
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Figure 2: A typical example of phase comparison between SFXC software (red dots) and EVN MkIV
(blue crosses) hardware correlators for a particular baseline (Westerbork-Medicina), polarization (RR) and
frequency subband (4.97449 GHz). The upper panels show the phase of both correlators plotted for the
whole length of the test data sample (≈ 2 hrs) The lower panels show the difference between the SFXC and
EVN MkIV phases over a part of that time. The two left panels are for 4C39.25 and the right ones are for
J0916+38. They are plotted separately because of the different noise levels (note the different y-scales of the
left and right phase difference plots).
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against both EVN Mark IV hardware and DiFX software correlators and hence it is fully usable for
processing astronomical data.
The authors acknowledge funding within FABRIC/EXPReS and SCARIe projects, supported
by the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (NWO). EXPReS is an Integrated Infrastructure Initiative (I3), funded under the European Commission’s Sixth Framework
Programme (FP6), contract number 026642, from March 2006 through February 2009.
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Figure 3: Left panel: a typical example of phase comparison between the three correlators: SFXC (red
dots), DiFX (green dots), and EVN MkIV (blue crosses), taken over 3 minutes of the test data. Baseline for
this sample is Effelsberg-Medicina, polarization is RR and frequency is 4.97449 GHz. Note that although
integration interval is the same, 2 s, SFXC data points are for odd seconds and MkIV/DiFX are for even
ones. Right panel: Allan standard deviation for the same sample. The dashed line shows the slope of the
ideal white noise.

